Weekly Exercise 2

- **Our challenge:**
  - In Lab 1 Task 4, it says: “If this program was aimed at end-users, we might design this differently.”
  - What does this statement mean?
  - Investigate it by modifying your program for this task (i.e., `t4.c`) with the end-users in mind. “End-users” are the people using your program.
  - Call your modified program `t4_users.c`.
  - **Tip:** You may want to have a look at our GPS web page, accessible from the menu on our course web site.
  - **Note:** The purpose and requirements of `t4.c`, as described in Lab 1 Task 4, have not changed: your `t4_users.c` must satisfy them in addition to satisfying the requirements stated above.
    - This Weekly Exercise does not change the fact that you are still require to push `t4.c`, as described in Lab 1 Task 4, onto your Git repo.
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- Compile and test your program, then ...

- Submission:
  - Submit your program on CourSys

- Due date:
  - TH Sept. 26 at 4pm (no late submission accepted)